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The Simple, Foolish and Mockers

• Simple: Those who don’t know better (young and 
naïve).

•Foolish: Those who know better and still pursue folly.

•Mockers: Hardened and actively ridicule those who 
follow the path of  wisdom and goodness.



The Simpleminded

•My scope is not the full breadth of  the simple (i.e., 
young, naïve) but for those who are simple as a matter 
of  permanent condition. 

•Limited categories with less capacity for abstraction. 

•The simple are more concrete in thought. 



The Simple are called to Prudence 

• Involves caution, thinking carefully before speaking or 
acting.

There is nothing lofty about prudence: great intelligence is not 
needed, and simplicity takes on a kind of  splendor in this virtue. 
The highly educated, for their part, tend toward complicated 
knowledge and impressive displays of  wisdom; there is no room 
for the simple things in complex people (cf. 1 Cor 8: 2-3).

• Leland Ryken, James C. Wilhoit, Tremper Longman III. Dictionary of  Biblical Imagery (p. 683). 
InterVarsity Press.



Definitions

•Cognitive Ability
• Age Normed

•Adaptive Functioning 
• Age Normed
• Conceptual
• Social
• Practical



Notable Research Findings

•There is little research on meaning-based approaches 
to counseling the simple. 

•Those interviewed most valued someone listening to 
them.

•Picture therapy effective



The World of  the Simple

• Symbols

•Relationships

•Concrete



The Spiritual Lives of  the Simple

•…those people with profound intellectual disability 
the language of  symbols and “the influence of  close 
personal relationships” may be the form that spiritual 
development takes (Watts, 2011).



Scaling

•The message of  the Gospel scales across the spectrum 
of  human abilities.

•Christianity scales in a way esoteric philosophies cannot



Valuing the Simple Among Us

•Alexander Luria

•Oliver Sax



Simple not Simplistic

•You will need to become skilled at communicating 
simplicity on the far side of  complexity. 



The Concrete

• Symbols

•Pictures

•Embodiedness



Ministering to the Simple

•Accommodate

•Protect

•Participate

•Hospitality


